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Agricola's most famous work, the De re metallica libri xii was published the year after his death, in 1556; it
was perhaps finished in 1550, since the dedication to the elector and his brother is dated to that year. The
delay is thought to be due to the book's many woodcuts. The work is a systematic, illustrated treatise on
mining and extractive metallurgy.
Georgius Agricola - Wikipedia
The history of glass-making dates back to at least 3600 years ago in Mesopotamia.However, they may have
been producing second-rate copies of glass objects from Egypt, where this complex craft originated. Other
archaeological evidence suggests that the first true glass was made in coastal north Syria, Mesopotamia or
Egypt. The earliest known glass objects, of the mid second millennium BC, were ...
History of glass - Wikipedia
Dieser Artikel behandelt das chemische Element Bismut, fÃ¼r den gleichnamigen franzÃ¶sischen
Mathematiker siehe Jean-Michel Bismut.
Bismut â€“ Wikipedia
La mineralogia Ã¨ la scienza che studia la composizione chimica, la struttura cristallina e le caratteristiche
fisiche (ad esempio durezza, magnetismo e proprietÃ ottiche) dei minerali, nonchÃ© la loro genesi,
trasformazione e utilizzo da parte dell'uomo.. Oggi la nomenclatura dei minerali Ã¨ codificata dall'International
Mineralogical Association (IMA) composta dalle varie organizzazioni che ...
Mineralogia - Wikipedia
[This is most, but not all of the paper, which you can read here.. Abiotic proponents believe that the earth is
always producing fossil fuels so we donâ€™t need to worry about peak oil (peak production) or running out of
oil and natural gas.
Abiotic oil theory and its implications for peak oil
Le corps simple rare et ses composÃ©s encore plus communs avec le soufre et l'oxygÃ¨ne Ã©taient sinon
dÃ©crits bien connus dans la pratique par les mineurs mÃ©diÃ©vaux d'Europe occidentale Ã la recherche
des filons de minerais chalcophiles, cuprifÃ¨res, plombifÃ¨res, cobaltifÃ¨res ou argentifÃ¨res.
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